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JIT Powder Coating Company hosted the TC Chapter of the CCAI with a tour of the custom 

powder coating company located in Farmington, MN on April 20, 2017. 

The event began at a local pizza restaurant with over 30 

attendees present. TC After lunch President, Michelle 

Striggow opened the meeting with various Chapter activity 

updates and announcements. JIT President, Tim Milner then 

gave an overview of JIT and its 

powder coating operation. 

JIT Powder Coating started up 

in 1993 at another location from today’s facility which is made 

up of a 50,000 sq. ft. production area with 7,000 sq. ft. of 

warehouse capacity. Tim reported that JIT has spent 

$1,000,000 over the last two years in new equipment & facility 

updates. JIT currently 

processes 500,000 to 600,000 

customer pieces per month 

handled by 67 employees on a 

two shift basis. 

Tour attendees broke into four groups and had total access of 

the JIT coating process. In operation were two batch powder 

coating booths including one booth that is 48’ in length. JIT has 

two conveyor lines; one a small part line and the other line for 

large parts with 75 lb. capacity per hook. Also viewed was a 

large 25’ x 25’ part blast room. A relatively new power spray 

parts washer was in operation. 



 

A highlight of the tour was the recent installation of a GEMA 

Magic automated powder coating booth which replaced an old 

style cartridge booth. According to Tim, color reclaim changes 

went from three colors in the old booth up to 12-14 reclaim 

colors with the new 

GEMA booth. The 

booth also provides a 

major increase in 

production capacity. 

Thanks to Tim Milner and the JIT staff for a total 

plant tour of the company powder coating facility. 

 

 

 

 

 

  


